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Abstract: This paper aims at exploring the information phase of the early design process in the perspective of
defining and developing new computer support tools dedicated to this phase. Our research was structured
according two main steps, first the formalization of the cognitive processes, and then a computation of some
routine parts which can be improved by computers. After a presentation of the theoretical background, some
experimental results are proposed and an application is shown. Considering the fuzzy and affective nature of the
information involved in the earliest steps of design, and the link the designers are used to apply which are often
processed in an intuitive way, new formalisms will be presented that fit with the natural activity of the designers
and that were developed into the TRENDS software.
Key words: Early Design phases, Information processes, Cognitive processes, Design rules.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, even if computer aided design tools are well spread out into the detailed design phases, the
early phases of design are not well covered. However, these phases of the design process are of
growing interest for the researchers in design science, in psychology and in artificial intelligence. One
major difficulty is to make explicit the informational processes which are very implicit by nature, and
also ill defined in the earliest phases.
With this in mind, the research reported in this paper was structured towards two main goals:
•

formalisation of the cognitive processes in early design, and more precisely the nature and
structure of information with the related expert rules.

•

partial computation of some steps of the activity, where computers can bring a real support
and a certain added value to the designers. This means to put the information in a format that
can be implemented by algorithms in order to develop computer support tools.

This paper is organised into the following sections: in Section 2 the design process is considered. The
design process is presented through a cognitive model based on the following phases: information,
generation, evaluation-decision and materialisation. In Section 3 the design information phase is
described. In Section 4 the Kansei information is defined and argued with concrete examples extracted
from design projects. In Section 5 a computer-based support is presented which includes an image
retrieval and analysis facility for designers (the TRENDS system). Finally, in Section 6 conclusions
relating to designers’ information processes are drawn.
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2. Earlyy design proccess

Figgure1 Early deesign process [Bouchard 20003]

Design can
c be seen as a processs in which thhe problem space (initiaally the desiggn brief) is gradually
g
transform
med into the solution spaace (eventuallly the final product) (seee Figure 1). This can be achieved
in a series of iteratioons that proggressively realise the dessign solutionn. Indeed, a m
main charactteristic of
a
is that the iniitial state iss "ill structu
ured" [10][18]. Thus, thhe designer''s mental
design activities
represenntation is, iniitially, incom
mplete and im
mprecise. It is only throough the probblem-solving
g process
itself thaat designers can compleete their menntal represen
ntations by choosing
c
deesign optionss. Design
problem
m-solving ressults from a co-evolutiion of prob
blem and soolution spaces [9]. This mental
represenntation evolves until the designer
d
reacches a design
n solution thhat is consideered satisfyin
ng. In the
case of a creative deesign solutionn, it has bothh to be new and to respect certain coonstraints and
d criteria.
Informattion demandds evolve throoughout this process. Forr each cycle a problem sppace is descrribed and
a solutioon space iddentified [5]. Intangible information
n is transfoormed step-bby-step into tangible
informattion by way of mental and
a physicall representatiions. The soolution spacee is made ex
xplicit by
external representatiions, progreessing from first sketch
hes to final product. Ass the design
n process
progressses abstractioon is reducedd through succcessive reprresentations each
e
integratting numerou
us design
constrainnts. Wang [24]
[
characteerised such a process of
o “conceptuualization”, tthat involvees mental
solutionss to a givenn problem, where
w
(1) thee selection of
o a solutionn or partial ssolutions enables the
limitatioon of uncertaainty, while keeping in mind the neecessary leveel of vaguenness in modifications
during subsequent
s
p
phases
[13], (2) addition of new con
nstraints that preserve shape and initial ideas;
and (3) the
t display of
o a new phhysical repressentation gen
nerating new
w ideas and nnew solution
ns. Lloyd
and Scott [13] descrribe the desiign process as
a generating deductive and evaluattive statemen
nts in the
o design. Eaach design cyycle requiress that designeers are able to
t assimilate and deal witth a large
activity of
volume of
o informatioon without loosing sight of
o objectives.. Computer-bbased supporrt can supply
y external
represenntation and storage for thhis process, modifying the
t problemss of perceptiion and mem
mory in a
decisive way.
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3. Design information process
Few issues until now in the discipline of design science were specifically centred on the design
information phase. However, due to its impact on creativity, the design information phase attracts
increasing attention. This is demonstrated by studies of the design process, information processing,
design expertise, sources of inspiration, Kansei Engineering and trend boards. The availability of
inspirational materials (e.g., images, textures) is crucial to the design process. Indeed, information
processing in design has a major impact on the generative phase. The inspirational phase of design
helps both in defining the context in which the future object will be used (and so the coherency of the
proposed solutions), and in stimulating the creative approach which is mainly based on analogical
reasoning [11] [25]. Analogical reasoning involves sectors of influences or references used by the
designers in their daily life, in professional and also in private circumstances [4] [3].
Designers integrate many categories of information that will be gradually visually categorized and
synthesized into design solutions. They get their inspiration in their personal life and through a more
focused way in their professional life, in various sources like specialised magazines, material from
exhibitions and the web, and in different sectors. They use a large variety of types of sources coming
from different areas as comparable designs, other types of design, images of art, beings, objects and
phenomena from nature and everyday life. Sources of inspiration are an essential base in design
thinking, as definition of context, triggers for idea generation [11], and anchors for structuring
designers’ mental representations of designs. They help designers structuring mental representations of
designs and also arguing the generation of design solutions. The designers also operate a more or less
systematic watch which completes their natural inspirational process. The latter goes largely over their
professional activity. All related information will be memorized and potentially further evocated in
design contexts [12].
There is little understanding of the requirements for information retrieval in the context of a creative
process such as industrial design. For creative tasks it is possible that, instead of highly focused
searches being optimal, some diversity in retrieved material is useful [3]. This idea is supported by the
results of [2], who found that creative thinkers tend to use more peripherical cues (data not directly
linked to the problem). Sectors of influence are any sectors of analogy related to the reference sector
(arts, nature, industrial design, etc) in which the designers are used to pick relevant information, and
which integrate high-middle or low-level information (semantic adjectives, consumer values, shape,
colour or texture), being potentially transferred as new references in the reference sector. Sectors of
influence play a major role of filtering the information which is useful for the designers.
We launched a first experiment in 1997 with car designers [4]. This experiment aimed to make explicit
the designer’s watch process and their sectors of influence by studying the specialized
literature/exhibitions and motor shows they are used to consider. It was also studied which elements
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they select in these types of sources (table 1). A more recent study achieved in 2006 enabled to verify
that these sectors are long term indicators [16]. Both studies were based on interviews and
observations during sketching activities.
Year
Designers
Nationality
Sectors

1997
2006
40 (10 professional, 30 students) 30 professional
French, English, German
Italian, German, British, French
1Car design & automotive
1 Car design & automotive
2 Architecture
2 Aircrafts, aeronautics
3 Interior design & furniture
3 Architecture
4 Fashion
4 Interior design & furniture
5 Boat
5 Hi-Fi
6 Aircraft
6 Product design
7 Sport goods
7 Fashion
8 Product design
8 Animals
9 Cinema & commercials
9 Plants
10 Nature &urban ambiances
10 Science Fiction
11 Transportation (moto, trucks)
11 Virtual reality
12 Music
12 Fine arts
13 Fine arts
13 Cinema
14 Luxury brands
14 Music
15 Animals
15 Travels
16 Packaging & advertising
16 Food
Figure2 Sectors of influence in design

4. Kansei information and structures
In this part we will define the concept of Kansei in the framework of design activity. First we
emphasize the core skills of the designers, highly linked to semantics and emotions. Then we describe
the nature of information involved in Kansei processes. Then we explore the Kansei rules which are
used to link the information together.

4.1 Kansei information

Kansei information characterizes the very specific information the designers deal with. This Japanese
word has a meaning which includes together different notions such as semantics, feelings, emotions,
style, that can also be expressed under the term of affectivity. Designers recognize that their activity
deals with emotional content, although the process is not necessarily explicit. This idea was confirmed
by the results of a survey we addressed to 40 professional car designers (see figure 3). According to
those, the main dimensions the car designers deal with in their activity are emotions and personality.
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9%
Emootion, personnnality

11%
46%

12%

Tecchnology
Stylling skill
Origginality, innovvation

15%

Connsumer, user
Fashhion, traditionn
21%

Aessthetics

33
3%

Figure3 Dimensions treated,
t
perceiived in car design, modalityy of the formaal answer

When deesigners are searching foor inspirationn sources, picctures they seelect explicittly or implicitly often
have a high
h
emotionaal impact. Thhis expertisee transpires in
n the whole early
e
design stages. Indeeed, when
designerrs generate new
n design solutions, theey also proviide high emootional effectts in their neew design
solutionss. In additioon, the coree skill of a designer iss to link seemantic desccriptors witth design
parametters and vicee-versa. Thiss occurs botth when seleecting inspirrational mateerials (this activity
a
is
very speecific and coould be comppared to a hyybrid search on both texxt and imagees in reciproccal ways)
and also when generating or evalluating new design
d
solutiions.
4.2 Kanssei structures

Designerr’s expertise refers to a particular
p
knnowledge wh
hich is calledd emotional ddesign in Eurrope, and
more Kaansei Engineering in Asiaa. More precisely Kanseii oriented meethods includde various ap
pproaches
for transslating semantic words (Kansei
(
wordds) into desiign parameteers, by meassuring seman
ntics and
showingg the correlattion with som
me design prroperties [18]]. The Kanseei words maiinly include semantic
descriptoors, objects names
n
and low-level
l
deescriptors (seee figure 4). The level oof informatio
on can be
seen as the positionn of the coonsidered infformation on
n an axis going
g
from abstract to concrete.

High
H
leevel

•valu
ues
•sem
mantic
desccriptors
•stylees

Middlee
level

•sector
names
•patternss

Low
level

•ccolors
•shapes
•teextures

Figurre4 Kansei cov
verage

So, Kansei is a subjeective process [1] able too link high-llevel informaation, namelly semantics which is
l
infformation suuch as shape, colour andd texture relaated data. Kaansei also
quite absstract, with low-level
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involves a high emotional impact which occurs during design activity. This emotional impact is due to
aesthetic dimensions, also to the freshness of the design solutions, and finally to the intrinsic
coherency of the solutions. This coherency takes place between high-level (semantics, sociological
values) and low-level dimensions [7] [8], and between these low-level dimensions themselves. For
instance aesthetics entails harmony rules that are applied between several colours, or several textures,
or between colour, texture and shape. From previous design projects, we extracted some keywords
which are representative of Kansei information as a whole (see figure 5). The notion of level of
information comes from the field of artificial intelligence where it was necessary to categorise the
nature of information in order to develop specific algorithms to perform content based images
retrieval.
•

•
•

Highlevel

The high-level, corresponds to sociological values (freedom, ethics …), semantic descriptors
(aggressive, romantic…), and styling descriptors (edge design, work wear …) and emotional
reactions (amused, astonished, ill at ease …).
At the middle-level, we can find sector names (sport, car design …) and patterns (floral,
geometric …).
The low-level includes specific information such as shape (square, like a wave …), colour
(yellow, pale indigo …) and texture (metallic, plastic …).
Values

Semantic
descriptors
Style
Middlelevel

Low-level

Sector names

Textures,
patterns,
matter
Colour

Form, shape

Keywords
These words represent final or behavioural values
Examples of final values: freedom, security, ethics.
Examples of behavioural values: escape, adventure, speed,
tolerance.
These words are specific semantic adjectives Examples:
Muscled, fluid, robust, balanced
Characterization of all levels together through a specific style
Edge design, casual, active, work wear.
These words are object names describing one sector or sub
sector being representative for expressing a particular trend
Examples: leisure, sports, extreme sports, racing, gardening,
medical sector.
These words describe patterns (abstract or figurative) and
textures
Flower, geometric, metallic, plastic.
These words describe the chromatic properties using
qualitative or quantitative data or are semantic descriptors
related to colour.
Examples: yellow, pale indigo, light green, olive green,
colourful, saturated, like vitamin.
Square, tight, curved, like a wave,

Low level attributes
Balance (Security)
Diagonal stripes (Dynamism)

Similarity of shapes with analogies
(symmetry for balanced)
Cut complex volumes (Edge design)

Yellow, Green, Pale indigo
Degree of saturation
Degree of tonality
Like vitamin
Colourful, Saturated
Square, Tight, Curved, Wavy,
Tight lines, Squared, Rounded volumes

Figure5 List of Kansei words
4.3 Kansei Based Information Retrieval

Although content-based information retrieval (CBIR) is a well developed research area, there are very
few information retrieval systems specifically dedicated to industrial designers. This can be attributed
to the nature of the information designers deal with, i.e. visual and image information linked to
particular feelings. Moreover, image retrieving tools are mainly based on visual content processing
more related to low level features. More recent studies in the area concentrate on extracting semantics
from images using colour features or lexical databases and adopting Kansei Engineering perspective.
It is believed that future CBIR systems should support semantic and Kansei based image retrieval
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which reflects the way designers work. For instance, the use of harmony rules has proved to be
efficient for evocation of positive emotional reactions. Even though they are not really formalized and
externalized, the rules enabling to link low-level attributes with high-level dimensions are used on
daily basis by the designers. This linking task is very subjective and varies from person to person.
Consequently, previous systems are often based on a strong interaction between the end-users and the
system itself, using images and semantic adjectives. The connection of low-level and high-level
dimensions is frequently done with the intervention of the end-users through the use of neural
networks or genetic algorithms. The technology enabling semantic based image retrieval is semantic
based indexing and annotation.
4.4 Kansei rules

In the field of kansei engineering, the correspondance between high-level and low-level concepts is
based on design rules. The first step to go toward Kansei based image retrieval is the extraction of
contents, structures and rules of Kansei. Following the previous consideration about the corpus of
Kansei knowledge and structure, it is then necessary to make explicit the expert rules involved, i. e.
the logical links between the different levels of information, and to develop methods that can lead to
these specific rules with respect to the information and its structure (see figure 6).
Most used adjectives
for image retrieval
Balanced
Beautiful

Related words
(synonyms and related words)
Stable
Aesthetic, gorgeous

Bright
Classic
Clear
Cold
Dark
Dynamic
Elegant
Exciting
Freedom
Heavy
Kitsch
Light

Brilliant
Traditional
Clean, pure
Fresh, freezing, aqua

Original

Motionless
Natural

Active
Refined
Seductive, appealing
Irregular, unconventional
Loaded

Fresh
Bizarre
Funny

Quality
Relaxed
Romantic
Simple

Simple
Authentic
Clean
Comfortable
Glamour
Basic, clean

Soft

Light

Warm

Impacted low-level features: possibly quantified
Shape : symmetry
Shape: use of formal harmonies
Colour: use of chromatic harmonies
Texture: reflectance
Colours: white, light greys
Colours: cold colours
Colours: dark colours
Shape: dissymmetry, tense lines
Colours: saturated colours
Shape : Non regular forms / volumes
Shape: dimentional ratios
Shape, colour, texture: Many reference objects
Shape: dimentional ratios
Colours: light colours
Shape, colour and texture: Formal distance to the reference
archetype
Shape : symmetry
Colours: natural colours (green, …)
Texture: finishing, coatingwith visual and tactile effects
Shape : curves with big radius of curvature
Colours: unsaturated colours (pastels)
Shape: elemental geometrical volumes
Colours: plain colours
Shape: curves
Colours: pastels
Texture: smooth matter
Colours: warm colours (orange, …)

Figure6 Kansei Dictionary (after Kansei rules from 47 references found in the field of Image retrieval)
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After stuudying desiggner’s activitty in the fraamework of several projeects, we prooposed a firsst type of
method that fits wiith designerr’s activity. This method enables to link high-level and low-level
l
t
method of cognitivee chaining and was
informattion, similarrly as desiggners do. It is called the
establishhed by P. Vallette-Florence in the fieldd of advertisiing in order to
t construct a message and
a link it
to speciffic images. The
T semanticc space can be
b determineed by considdering the freequency of apparition
a
of individual items in the varioous types off chains, then
n by carryinng out a muultiple factorr analysis
w the com
mpatibility between
b
indivvidual itemss and types of
o chaining. A chaining is all the
dealing with
more cooherent that the total nuumber of linnks of which it is made up is limited. This method
m
is
fundameental for the translation
t
of abstract vaalues into tangible producct attributes oor vice-versaa.

Middlee
level

a comfortable
c
lifee

functions

Lo
ow
levvel

ease of usse
affordance
adaptabilitty
accessibilitty

solutioons
(produuct
attributtes)

pleasant
solutions

consumer
values

functions

consumer
values

High
level

user‐frriendly
deliccate
so
oft
roo
omy

Figure7 Valuue-Function-S
Solution chainn

We re-innterpreted thhis method in
i the conteext of design
n, and nameed it the vallues-function
n-solution
chainingg (see figuree 7). In engiineering design, the cog
gnitive chainn is not estaablished by a content
analysis based on quuestionnairess as it is done traditionallly, but it is built
b
by the w
work team during
d
the
m
of cog
gnitive chainning of meanns-ends [23], enables
whole design processs. In this coontext the method
t influencee of values is
i brought too bear on coonsumer behaaviour. It
highlighhting the wayy in which the
scrutinizzes the valuee-attribute reelationship of
o the produ
uct through a train of hhierarchical cognitive
sequencees graded into
i
ascendiing abstractiion levels. "Product atttributes, botth tangible (specific
evaluativve and descrriptive features of a prooduct such ass material, colour,
c
price, etc.) and in
ntangible
(semantiic terms succh as fresh, light, flowerry, etc.), brin
ng about funnctional andd psycho-socciological
consequeences for thee consumer helping
h
the laatter to attain
n their instruumental and eend values". Tangible
and intaangible attribbutes are inteerdependent.. Consequen
nces are conssidered to be functional (derived
from usee, from mainn functions) or psycho-ssociological (social funcctions producced by the functional
fu
consequeences and moulds
m
of socio-cultura
s
al standards, e.g.: a sopphisticated im
mage, high personal
status). Values
V
can be
b instrumenntal (specificc behaviour modes,
m
such as courage, honesty or romantic
attitudess.) or end vallues (aims off life to be atttained throug
gh instrumenntal values, such as self-ffulfilment
or hedonnism). The sociological
s
values relateed to a defin
nite design brief
b
providee both a strong initial
orientation for the iddentification of sectors off influence an
nd a creativee stimulationn for the geneeration of
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new design solutionss. Some speccific supportts like adverrtising pages, considered as very insp
pirational
by the deesigners, aree extremely rich
r because they are ablee to show alll these levelss on the same support
at the sam
me time (vallues and relaated attributes). Following
g this, the identification oof strong socciological
values can
c further help
h
in linkiing the three previous levels
l
in a very
v
relevannt manner (llow-level
features,, semantic addjectives andd values wordds) according
g to the valuees-functions--solutions ch
hain [23].
4.5 Kanssei computation

F
Figure8
Compputational metthods for Kansei rules in deesign [20][21]].

Previouss outputs weere further used
u
as speccifications in
n order to build
b
a compputer tool for
f image
retrieval. Methods used
u
were a combination
c
of design domain
d
ontollogy and of eexpert bags of words
w
providde more fuzzzy relations between
b
the Kansei
K
wordds. The structtures used were
w those
(BoW) which
of Valuee-Function-S
Solution chaain (see figuure 7), and more fuzzyy structuress involving semantic
descriptoors, and close semantic descriptors
d
linnked to low--level featurees (see figuree 8).

based suppoort (TREND
DS software)
5. Presentation of a computer-b
This reseearch led to the development of a sooftware tool which is bassed on the appplications of
o Kansei
methodss and which uses
u
the form
malisms that were mentio
oned before in
i § 4.3. Thiis tool was elaborated
in the fraamework of TRENDS prroject (www..trendsprojecct.org). TREN
NDS projectt aimed at inttroducing
computeer support inn the inspirattional and generative ph
hases of desiign activity. Here we prresent the
main funnctionalities included in TRENDS
T
system, which are divided in two categories:
•

Search functtionalities: search
S
s
functiionalities incclude text annd image search facilitiees with a
r
relevance
feeedback moduule helping inn refining a search
s
by redducing the seemantic gap. It is also
p
possible
to apply
a
a searchh by sketch or
o a search by sector.

Figurre9 TRENDS search functioonalities (semantic search, relevance
r
feeddback)
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•

A
Advanced
d
design
functionalities: the digitization of design informationn made it po
ossible to
d
develop
functions for dealing with big amountss of images and processsing this infformation
aautomatically. The systeem offers so interesting functionalitie
f
es such as a categorisation of the
i
information
by applyingg hierarchical clustering and harmonyy rules, the automatic generation
o harmony pallets, the semi-automa
of
s
atic productio
on of a semaantic mappinng and the possibility
t apply stattistics to one word or one
to
o image in
n order to sttudy its reprresentativeneess in the
s
sectors
of inffluence of thhe designers.

Figure10 TRENDS
T
advaanced function
nalities (mappping, pallets)

6. Concllusion
This papper presentedd a research led about exxploring the information
i
phase of thee early design
n process
in the peerspective off defining annd developinng new comp
puter supportt tools dedicated to this phase.
p
A
state of the
t art presented related research andd emphasized
d a lack of models
m
and tools dedicateed to this
phase off the design activity. Ourr research was
w initially focused
f
on the
t formalizaation of the cognitive
processees occurring in early desiign, becausee the informaation and related rules arre vey impliccit at this
level. Thhen we discoovered that soome routine parts of the early design process couuld be helped
d with the
computeer support toools, being abble to deal wiith a huge qu
uantity of im
mages. Considdering the co
omplexity
of Kanseei informatioon, some exxperimental results
r
were proposed inn order to exxplain the co
oncept of
Kansei in
i terms of innformation content,
c
infoormation stru
ucture and reelated expert rules for lin
nking this
informattion togetherr. Specific sttructures weere proposed, in order too put the info
formation in a format
that can be implemeented by alggorithms in order
o
to dev
velop computter support ttools (ontolo
ogies and
bags of words). Finnally, an application wass shown thro
ough TREND
DS softwaree. This comp
puter tool
ormation searrch, and the automatic prrocessing
offers veery innovativve functionallities turned towards info
of big seets of inform
mation. Its ussefulness was validated with
w the end--users duringg the projectt and it is
likely that this kind of
o tools will tend
t
to appear in the futu
ure computerr aided suppoort tools.
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